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Two children wait patiently for NNednesday night's GSS meeting to end. (Baer photo)
Addition near completion
by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
Construction of the two-story
addition to the Alfond Arena is in
its final stages of completion.
The construction, which began
in early September, is expected to
be completed the third week of,
April. „ _
Shaw n Walsh, head hockey
coach, said the overall cost of the
project totals S415,000, with
$25,000 coming from the presi-
dent's discretionary fund and the
rest from private donations.
Bruce Crowder, assistant hockey
-coach, said the main purposes of
the new facility are to better serve
the hockey players and to help
recruit more students into the
hockey program.
He added that many schools are
- trying to upgrade their athletic
facilities in order to attract better
recruits into athletic programs_
He said when high school seniors
are trying fo decide between two
schools having the same academic
program, they will probably choose
the school with the best athletic
facilities.
The new facility consists of a
locker room about three times the
size of the old one, 'a weight room,
and a lounge.
"The new lounge will serve as a
better place for hockey players to
meet and talk after the games,"
Crowder said.
Previously, the team has had to
go to other places, such as the Wells
Commons cafeteria, for banquets.
However, the new addition is
equipped with a kitchen. Hockey
players, parents, and fans can now
(see ALFOND page 3)
GSS hears from Lick
Nlike Laberge
Staff Writer
During a General Student Senate
meeting which featured heated discussion
on the $200 student life fee, concern was
voiced about the image of the student
senate and an act to impeach Student
Government President .Christopher
Boot hby was tabled.
During Wednesday night's meeting,
which lasted more than four hours, Garry
Higgins, off-campus senator and sponsor
of the original resolution to impeach
Boothby, put forth a petition which call-
ed for the immediate resignation of
Boothby. -
The petition was sigded by 500 students
and, if approved by the student senate,
will require Boothby's immediate
resignation.
If it is defeated by the'GSS at next
Wednesday's senate meeting, the matter
will be placed before students in a re-call
election.
Carl Robbins, president of the senate,
said the new resolution was the equivalent
of "double jeopardy" for Boot hby.
Boothby said that Higgins, by drafting
the petition, was trying toslo_"the same
thing twice."
He said he had received assurances
from senators that the original impeach-
ment resolution would have been voted
down.
But throughout the meeting, senators
and members of the audience argued back
and forth about Boothby's status.
John O'Dea said that the movement to
impeach Boothby was not "just Higgins
and O'Dea."
"These issues are hot issues 81this
university." he said.
O'Dea said the impeachment resolution
was not a personal attack on Boothby, as
had been suggested,
"I haven't lost anything to Chris. I have
lost something from Chris. That is my
confidence in him," he said.
"Christopher Boothby betrayed the stu-
dent body."
Boothby said the results of the student
life fee poll were never binding.
"It said that right on the poll, "- he
said.
Boothby said he had researched the
issue, and that he had acted in the best
interest of students in voting for the con-
cept of the student life fee.
But Tom DuBourg, off-campus senator,
felt otherwise.
"I don't agree with what he did. I think
he has acted in bad faith," he said.
Dan Tremble, board of trustee represen-
tative to the GSS, had mixed feelings
about the issue.
"I think that Chris was very wrong in
the vote he took. I think he flagrantly
misrepresented students," he said.
But Tremble said impeaching Boothby
would do more harm than good. -
"You're trying to restrict his freedom of
speech and I think that is.a greater of-
fense," he said.
(see GSS page 5)
Legislature
undecided on
speed bill
by Christina Baldwin
Staff Writer
Maine reprisentatives are still debating the feasibili-
ty of a bill that would raise the speed limit on stretches
of interstate highways outside of urban areas.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono, said after last week's pro-
mise from both hOuses of Congress to override Presi-
dent Reagan's veto of the bill that it was time to look
at the law that is being habitually broken.
"When you have a law that is being univer
violated, then it doesn't say much for the law
said.
Bott said that it was time to re-evaluate the 1974 law
that brought the speed limit down from 70 mph to 55
-mph.
"The '74 law fulfilled the goals it was established
for," he said. "It ,was set up.to conserve energy and
save lives and it did that." -
Representative Patrick Paradis, D-Augusta, a member
of the highway safety committee, said he agrees.
-It did help to conserve energy," he said. "But we
need to keep conserving. If we don't, we'll be in the same
situation we we're in in 1974.
"If I owned an oil field, then I would be advocating
the 65 mph speed limit law."
Bott said Americans do not need to conserve energy _
as much they we did in 1974 because of the fuel-
economy cars that have been marketed since then.
But both agree the real issue is the safety of giving
states the freedom to raise the speed limit on stretches
of interstate highways outside urbanized areas.
Bott said that high speeds are not a factor in highway
fatalities.
Isee SPEED page 6)
Rob Turner (right) and an unidentified accomplice enjoy the den's new later hours.
(Gustafson photo)
Den to stay open later
by Susan J. Plourde
Staff Writer
Liability is the primary reason for the changes in hours at the Bears' Den, ac-
cording to manager Steve Wong. _
By extending the den's hours on Wednesday and Thursday to 1 a.m., Wong hopes
to curtail students who have been drinking from trying to make last call at other
establishments.
Dave Rand, Memorial Union director, agreed and said changing the hours
"somewhat minimizes the idea of going somewhere else,"
"By closing earlier we were putting most of them on the road," Wong said.
"It increases the probability that we can be sued."
Other precautions taken by Wong include methods to reduce the number of
underage students gaining access to the den.
(see DEN page 4)
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Crews begin to repair winter's ravages on roads
by Marc Larrivee-„
Staff Writer .
One of the most brutal Maine winters
In recent memory has created an abun-
dance of potholes on the roads of the
University. of Maine campus.
Brian Page, assistant director of
operations, said road crews are current-
ly out trying to deal with the damage
caused by the hard winter.
"Right now we're frantically patching
up the holes as fast as we can," Page
said.
He explained the process which brings
about the appearanckor potholes. '
"The frost which gets in the gr,suilu
during the &inter comes out at the least
of resistance in the pavement, and
breaks-up those parts of the roads."
hr. iid.
ecifically, work is being done on the
cratered areas adjacent to Alfond Arena
an t Hitchner Hall, he said.
Also, Page said, crews are working on
Long Road and on a road leading to the
!'arm area on campus which has been
washed out due to the melting of snow
• and the recent rainfall.
More exstensive road work, he said,
won't be done until the late spring or
eady summer. ,
Merton Wheeler, associate director of
operations, said each year after the
ner ends, the road crew does a sit, • „'s
.OI all the damaged roads on campus and
decides which cotes are most in need of
resurfacing or reconstruction.
''At that time we establish estimates
for the cost for this type of work," he
said.
In regard- rnount of money
available for major road repair,, Wheeler
said he couldn't quote any figures.
"I really don't know because some of
the money will come -from next year's
budget," he said.
Currently, the university is in the pro-
cess of creating the campuswide budge(
for next year, he said.
Wheeler said the source of funding for
these projects is drawn from both the
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current year's budget and the following
year's budget.
"What we use is a combination of
both budgets," he said.
He said their current budget has been
greatly depleted due to the high cost of
snowplowing during the winter.
"It was a hard winter in terms of snow,
which causes more breakdown of equip-
ment and more money to be put towards
paying people for oVertime, " he said.
W *ler .said the crews will do as
much as possible with the _money
available to iMprove the roads.
"We have to keep up with repairing the
roads so their deterioration doesn't get
out of hapd," Page said.
S‘11 A 4614_1
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WMEB survey shows student tastes
by Mike Laberge
Staff Writer
In an effort to attract more listeners,
the new general manager at the Univer-
sity of Maine radio station has con-
ducted a survey to determine the musical
tastes of students.
Joe Khoury, WMEB general manager,
said the survey, which he conducted in
February, was an attempt to open lines
of communication between students and
the station.
, "We want to increase our listener-
ship," he said. "The campus is our
target audience."
Although he would not comment on
possible format changes for next fall, he
did say, "We'll use it (the survey) as a
guideline.
"I feel it would be better if we try to
adapt to the needs of students."
Khoury said he interviewed 300
randomly-selected students for the
survey. Of the students polled, 250 live
on campus and 50 are commuters.
"The hardest part was having off-
campus students represented." he said.
About 51 percent of those surveyed
were male, and 49 percent female.
Of the 300 people interviewed. 37 per-
cent were freshmen, 28 percent were
sophomores, 21 percent juniors, 11 per-
•Alfond
. Disk jockey Keith Branum at work at W
cent seniors, and about 3 percent were
either fifth year seniors or graduate
students.
In the, survey, Khoury asked students
what tykes of music they liked, which
radio stations they listened to regularly,
and whether they listened to WMEB.
Question 3 asked students, "What
types of music best describe your
preference?"
Khoury said students were allowed to
vote for more than one category of
music for this question, and it received
587 responses.
MEB radio station. (Moore photo)
Of that number, 29 percent said they
preferred ,Top 40 while 15 percent in-
dicated Sixties/Seventies for their
preference and 8.5 percent listed pro-
gressive music.
Question 4 asked students, "During
the past month, which of the following
radio stations have you listened to
regularly?"
Khorey received 614 responses, as
students again were allowed to make
more than one choice.
Thirty percent said they had listened
to WWFX (Fox-I04.7), 17 percent had
listened to WKSQ (Kiss-94), while
WWMJ, WTOS, and W'GUY received
about 10 percent each.
The next question asked students to
indicate their favorite station.
Of the 278 responses, 37 percent listed
WWFX, about 16 percent preferred
WTOS, about 14 percent WWMJ, about
13 percent W'KSQ, and about 5 percent
said WMEB was their favorite station.
The rest of the survey' concerned
WMEB alone.
When asked, "During the past month,
how many times per day or per week did
you listen to WMEB-FM," 25 people
said they listened to it at least once per
day, while 23 people said they listened
to the station at least once per -week,
with the average being about 2.5 times,
The question asking when listengss
tuned in to WMEB received 72
responses, as students often listened
more than once per dat
Of the 72, about 28 percent tuned in
between 8 p.m. and midnight, 25 percent
said they listened between 4 p.m. and 8
p.m., and about 24 percent so.id they
listened between noon and 4 p.m.
When WMEB listeners, numbering
about 50 of the 300, were asked what
they would like to hear more of, 26 per-
cent said the format was "O.K. now"
and 14 percent said they wanted "more
oldies."
stayin the same building and talk after
games.
Crowder said the lounge is available
to other sports teams for use and is open
on a first-come, first-served basis to
other coaches.
The lounge is also available to other
clubs and organizations on campus as
long as they are connected with the
univeristy, Crowder said.
In addition, there will be a weight
room and a better s ideo room to watch
game videos.
The videos, until now, have been
at .1$1‘
.m‘4
THE SCOOP, DAY BY DAY
Thursday, April 2 Healthy Heart Program 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. (also Friday) in
the Union.
Thursday, April 2 SEARCH/Study Skills "Preparing for Finals" with Dan
Smith. 1215 p.m., FFA Room.
Thursday, April 2 PLOTS (1/2 hour of stories) Doug Hall, Prof. of German,
reading Oscar Wilde's "The Happy Prince" 12:30 p.m. Memorial Room.
Thursday, April 2 Socialist and Marxist Luncheon Series, "Capitalism and
Exterminism: Marxist Contributions to the Nuclear Arms Debate" with Prof.
Michael Howard. Philosophy. 12:15 p.m., N. Bangor Lounge.
Thursday, April 2 Lecture by Jane Goodall, "The Chimpanzees of Gombe"
8 p.m , Maine Center for the Arts.
Thursday, April 2 Canada Week: Tourism Information 11 a.m. - 2 p.m., Lob-
by. Nova Scotia Photographic Exibit, 10 am. 8 p.m., Lown Rooms (thru
Friday)
Friday, April 3 T.G. I. F Staff Sgt. James Torrey,--WOOdwirid pertomiance
ldoubling method). 1215 p.m., Sutton Lounge. -
Friday, April 3 Lecture by Robert MacNeil "The Influence of America Media
on Canadian Culture" 8 p.m., Maine Center for the Arts.
Friday, April 3 'OLE FLAMENCO OLE, Flamenco cafe with 9 dancers, and
guitarist. Shows at 8 p.m. and 915 p.m.
Saturday, April 4 MAINE BOUND Mountain Biking. Pre-register by April 1:
call 1794 for information.
Saturday, April 4 MorniA Dance Company, 8 p.m Maine Center for the Arts
Call 1755 for information.
shown in the same room where the
equipment is stored. But with the space
the addition will provide, the videos now
will be shown in a separate room.
There will also be a hall of fame wall
and a. case set aside for hockey awards
in the new addition, said Crowder.
(continued from page 1)
Walsh said the old locker room will be
divided into two rooms after the players
move into the new facility.
Because of the growing number of
high school teams and local groups us-
ing Alfond Arena, the additional space
is definitely needed, he added.
Monday, April 6 PLOTS (W- hour of stories). Sandy Ives,Prof. of Folklore.
reading Rudyard Kipling's "The Elephant's Child" 12:30 p.m. Memorial Room
Monday, April 6 SEARCH/Study Skills 'Writing Term Papers" Robert Whelen
3:15 p.m., FFA Room,
Monday, April 6 SEA/0GB Talent Show, 7:30 p.m., Damn Yankee. Call 1755
or 1840 to register.
Tuesday, April 7 SEARCH/Study Skills "Preparing for Finals" with Bob
Whelan. 12:15 p.m., FFA Room.
Tuesday, April 7 Women in the Curriculum, "Women Writers of the
Holocaust" with Sharon Jackiw. 12:15 p.m., Bangor Lounge.
Wednesday, April 8 SANDWICH CINEMA Video "A Chorus Line" 12 noon,
Sutton Lounge.
Wednesday, April 8 SEARCH/Study Skills "Time Management" with Dwight
Ridecut. 12:15 p.m., S. Bangor Lounge.
Wednesday, April 8 "Tracers" Vietnam Vets Ensemble, 8 p.m . Maine Center
for the Arts. Call 1755 for information.
Wednesday, April 8 TWILIGHT THEATER Video, "A Chorus Line" 8:30 p.m.,
Sutton Lounge.
Thursday, April 9 Socialist and Marxist Luncheon series "A Comparison
of the Chinese and Vietnamese Revolutions" with Prof. Ngo Vinh Long,
History. 12:15 p.m.. N. Bangor Lounge.
Thursday, April 9 PLOTS, Al Cyrus, Theater Department, reading "A Visit
to Grandpa's" by Dylan Thomas. 12:30 p.m.. Memorial Room.
ADVANCE NOTICE Focus on Brazil Week, April 11 through 17 Watch for
details. Opening of new exhibit, "Brazilian Native Art" Hole in the Wall Gallery,
Monday, April 13, 3-5 p.m.
SINGLE PARENTING COURSE to be taught through the School of Human
Development: call 1820 if interested_
LOST AND FOUND If you've lost something, we may have found it. Check
with the Information Booth, weekdays 9 a.m. - 4 p.m., or with hosts/hostesses
on evenings and weekends. Mittens, coat, keys, gloves, scarves, books, etc.
t'lease check with us before April 6 when items will be put out for distribution.
WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY THURSDAY FOR 'The Scoop' PROGRAMS AND
INFORMATION FROM THE CENTER FOR STUDENT SERVICES.
CLIP AND SAVE-
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MET project helps boy
by Dave Greet)
Staff Writer . 4
Every year, the University of Maine's senior Mechanical engineering technology.
students Must complete a senior project in order to graduate.
This year, the project will also help an 11-year-old boy who suffered a traumatic
injury.
Chris Hinse of East Millinocket ran through a glass door when he was seven
years old. After extended hospitalization and physicalstherapy, Chris is able to
walk and run again. He does have poor balance and his right hand is not yet
functional, however.
This year the senior METs are building afotit-Wheel bicycle forklinse for their
senior project.
"When we got into class this year sZre had to start thinking about our senior
projects," said David Godbout. "We wanted to make some kind of vehicle so
that there would be a Competition within the class. With thihris will use it
for himself after we get done with it.
Hinse will pick the vehicle that he:wants (Kt of the four different ,models
designed by the students.
The students will compete with their vehicles in a Contest on May 2.
The vehicles will race around the mall, climb the library steps, participate in
a tug-of-war, go through an obstacle course, and climb a hill near the bike trail.
Although Hinse will pick one, Godbout said that he hopes all of the vehicles
will be used.
"We'll try. to find people vvho can use those as well," he said.
Ron Nelson said that the idea of contest makes the project more fun for
everyone.
"We try to focus the main idea around a contest so that we can have some
competition," he said. "I think it's fun. Everybody's trying to hide their idea -
from everybody else." 
.
MET professor Herb Crosby said that the students came up with all of the
guidelines for the project.
"The students really do all of the work," he said. "It's their idea. They sat
down and worked out all of the guidelines. The project uses all of the machine
design principles that they have learned. "
, Crosby also said that, although the project is important for the students'
grades, it is rarely difficult to grade.
"The grades are usually excellent," he said. "I don't usually have to worry
too much about the quality of the work."
Dr Records asks:
Has your "Record Store" gone from
this -
Mom & Pop's
Records, Tapes, CD's
***********to this? ,
* Video!!!
* • Computers!!!
* levies!!!
* • Hardware!!!
* Software!!!
* aid newts. tapes. Its.
At Dr. Records we're still in the
Music Business
SUMMER HELP WANTED
Doormen, waitresses/waiters
Apply in person at the Bounty
on Thursday & Friday • April 2 & 3
from 2-4 pm
•Den
"We've ordered an alarm for the back
door," he said. "And we have extra
people checking IDs."
Vandalism at the basement level of the
Memorial Union is also a concern. Rand
said the men's room is particularly'
abused.
"We 4on't have a lot of destruction
but we do have some," he said. "It is
,, beer muscle."
Other changes at the den include
changing the location of the cash
registers to enhance the traffic flow and
installing glass in the doors for increas-
ed visibility, Wong said..
"With people going in and out of the
same doors, I am amazed that more peo-
ple were not getting clunked on the
head," he said.
New items have been added to the
den's menu includivig a line of flavored
seltzer water.
"We received 18 cases after bleak,"
Wong said. "In a day and a half the -
were all gone. We just can't keep them
in stock. "
(continued from page 1)
Wong also said that in light of the re-
cent Coke-Pepsi controversy on campus,
Pepsi is now available in the den where
the speciality coffees are sold.
"Now that we have it available to them
(the Pepsi drinkers), they don't take ad-
vantage of it," he said. "We haven't
had a flood of people breaking down the
doors."
Wong said the changes were designed
to make the den more efficient and more
professional.
"Everything is moving a bit smoother
and morale is the best it has been in a
long time," he said.
Wong said he has many more changes
in mind but has to take things slowly.
-Some of the things I'd like to do, like
remodeling the kitchen, are cost pro-
hibitive," he said. "Others have to
wait until time or money is available."
Rand said he was -pleased with he
changes and with Wong's initiative.
"The changes are giving the den a bit
more vitality and making it a more ac-
tive place in our community," he said.
UMaine Patrons chosen
Seventeen new members were recently chosen to serve on the executive corn-,
mittee of the University of Maine Patrons of the Arts.
The new members include: Glory and Peter DeAngelis of Orrington; Annie
and Richard King, Estelle and Roger Sabin, Rae and Basil Smith, all of Orono;
and Norma and Howard Berg, Shirley Ginn, Ellie and Stanley Israel, Cynthia
and Hervey Triplett, Sally and Bill Zoidis, all of Bangor.
These people join members from the community who comprise the executive
committee of the Patrons of the Arts, a group dedicated to providing moral and
financial support of art, programs — music, art, poetry, theatre, and dance --
in the community, local schools, and at UMaine.
Executive committee chairperson Leonard Minsky of Bangor said, 'All of these
people have exhibited interest in the group. They also have a great interest in
the university."
The Patrons of the Arts was formed in the early 1960s. Since its inception,
the 275-member group has supported several UMaine activities.
According to Minsky, the group contributes to the University Singer's spring
tour, the poetry program, the dance company, the theater's touring program,
and guest lectures by internationally recognized artists.
"We have a dual purpose," he said. "We try to have enrichment programs
on campus as well as an outreach program that provides cultural enrichment
to the community."
Minsky said the Patrons of the Arts greatly support university programs that
go to schools as part of the outreach program.
As part of this, he said, they support UMaine's traveling art exhibit which
is shown in schools across Maine.
Minsky said he looks forward to working with the new members.
"They're excellent people," he said. "We're looking forward to their par-
ticipation."
SPRING
GRADUATES:
GET
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
/Once again, were prokid to offerthe GMAC College GraduateFinance Plan GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys toa new
Cadillac, Oldsmobile, or Jeep
For this speCial r,M.AC (inane-
,rsq, all you need is your diptoma.
proof of a lob: a low down
Payment. the ability to meet
monthly payments and no
derogatory credit relerences
You'll get $400 off the our-
Beacon -
chase price or a 90-day deferral
on your payments as a gradua-
tion present from GMAC
After all graduating from col-
lege is no small achievement
Were proud to offer you one of
your first rewards GMAC is
an Equal Credit Opportunity
Company
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UMaine in process of reviewing applications
by Matt Mullin
Staff Writer
The University of Maine Department
of Admissions is expecting 2,05O incom-
ing freshmen for the 87-88 school year,
February reviewing cases," Munsey
said.
"We moved the application deadline
from March 1 to Feb. 1 because the
March deadline %AI too close to the
financial aid application deadline, " he
"University College is an access route for those students
who need the help of a two-year liberal studies program
before entering a four-year specified college.
William Munsey, director of Admissions
according to Dr. William Munsey, direc-
tor of Admissions.
"Right now we are in the process of
reviewing applications for regular admis-
sion. The deadline for applications was
Feb. 1, and we spend January and
•GSS
said. "We are ready to begin notifying
applicants of their acceptance. in
March."
Although the deadline is Feb.1 the ad-
missions office will continue to accept
applications, depending on the openings
in the colleges.
Mike D'Angelo, fraternity senator, said
impeaching Boothby would turn the stu-
dent senate into "a farce."
Matt Thomas, Cumberland Hall
senator, said Boot hby should be given a
chance.
"He didn't represent the students on
one issue, and we want to impeach
him," he said. "I think that is going a
little too far. "
Later in the evening, UMaine President
Dale Lick responded to questions about
the S200 student life fee.
Lick said the university is not a
democracy, but that students, ad-
ministrators and faculty can work
together.
•••••-•;-
"We do not have just one freshman
class, but seven: one for each college."
Munsey said.
Each college of UMaine has its own
admission standards and numbers
requirements.
Munsey said, "The numbers of ap-
plicants we receive gives us a couple of
alternatives. We can either turn down
more applicants, or we can invite the
students who were turned down by the
college they applied to, to attend Univer-
sity College.
"University College is an access route
for those students who need the help of
a two-year liberal studies program before
entering a four-year specified college."
The "regular pool" of applicants must
have a non-refundable deposit paid by
May 1, to ratify their acceptance.
"It gives a much better sense of who
the freshmen will be," Munsey said.
(continued from page 1) r
"The university is not a democracy. It
is not a totalitarian state, either," he
said.
He said he went forth to the BOT
because the ad hoc mandatory fee
budgetary committee had not presented
him with a solid proposal.
He said much of the work of the corn-
mttee was marred by people who began
attacking the fee while it was still in the
planning stages.
_
"When you are creating Something, you
don't go out and start attacking it. But
you don't go out and start promoting it
either," he said.
UMO
SKIN & SCUBA
INSTRUCTION
available on the Orono campus
This is a coeducational pro-
gram santioned by the Na-
tional Association of Under-
water Instructors (NAUI). All '
equipment (except wetsuits)
wi8 be provided for
students. NAUI certification
will be awarded to students
who satisfactorily complete
all classroom, pool, and
open water training ac-
tivities. Faculty & Staff
welcome!
Taking reser-
vations for Fall
Scuba NOW!
Contact the STUDENT AC-
TIVITIES OFFICE - Memorial
Union, University of Maine.
Telephone 581-1793.
5
"It has been a very good year for the
admissions office. Right now we are in
the middle of a phone-a-thon, and are
planning our spring open house, " he
added.
Joyce Henkler, assistant director for
enrollment management said, "The open
house program is a wonderful program.
The spring open house will be held April
20 in the performing arts center (Maine
Center for the Arts).
"We get good representation from five
to six different states. Maine is the state
with the largest interest, followed by
Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey.
People come from all over," Henkler
said.
The admissions programs hold open
houses in the spring, fall, and summer.
"In the summer we have a lot of drop-
in visitors. And all together about 3,000
people attend our open houses,"
Henkler said.
MP FOR JOY
ail(' treat )(m) fret to. any' array
()f fan( itul so( ks and shoes
25-50% off
ft» thr month of April
and opening APRIL 2nd
a new downstairs level in Bangor
with records, tapes & C.D.'s,
soft furniture, housewares, & toys.
THE
GQA&Sfic /PER 61-10P
• Or MAINE,
19-ANGOR • BE (FAS,' • CAMDEN • fILSWOR7H
"The Little Guy Tries Harder"
440k DISCOUNTED
BEVERAGE PRICES
BUDWEISER 1202 oz cans BLATZ 12/12 oz cans 3.59
BUD LIGHT 5.89
TUBORG 12112 oz cans 3.99
BUD Suitcase 11.79 MOOSEHEAD 6.99
24/12 oz cans 12/12 oz bottles
PLUS TAX AND DEPOSIT ON ALL BEVERAGES
L&A IER MARKET
MILL STR — ORONO, MAINE
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'Speed
"The National Transportation Safety.
Board has determined that it is speed
variations that cause the Problems„"
he said. "In actuality, it is the 55 mpii
speed limit that may be unsafe."
The problems occur when a driver is
going 55 while someone else is driving
at 75, he said, adding that because of the
different reflex times it takes to stop the
cars, fatalities increase.
He also said that by raising the speed
limit, it would enable law enforcement
officers to concentrate more on serious
crimes l;l.e drunken driving.
Paradis said the safety factor would be
sacrificed..
"If the speed limit were raised to 65
mph, everybody who was driving 65 to
70 mph will be driving 70 to 80 mph,"
he said. "Any car that goes. over 65 in-
creases the rate of fatality to
astronomical proportions, whether they
are driving a Subaru or a Lincoln Con-
tinental. "
Paradis said this is because reflexes
aren't fast enough to react to the increas-
ed speeds.
"It is senseless to raise the speed limit
because the present one saves so mans.
lives without any effort at all." he
said.
WHILE YOU'RE AHEAD.
But Bott said he has a proposal for
those who would disobey the new speed
limit.
"I want to propose enforcing heavier
fines for the people who do break the
law," he said.
But Paradis brought up another pro-
blem involving the proposed increased
speed limit.
. "Now we'll have to deal with the
drunk driver who is out on the road go-
ing faster than he was before," he
said. -He is seriously jeopardizing
everyone he comes in contact with: more
so than before because of the increased
speed."
Signs such as this on rural roads may
At 
 
-
THE ACADIA CORPORATION
HELP WANTED
iJordan Pond House Restaurant 
Kitchen Manages.- Must have strong background in high
quality food production, inventory controls and staff
management.
Dining Room Manages- Must be able to deal cordially with
the public and train and supervise a college age staff in
fine dining room service.
Above are salaried positions beginning in early May
through late October. To apply for these positions, send
letter of application to: Michael Welch, Acadia Corp., Box
24. Bar Harbor, ME 04609.
Line Cooks Prep Cooks,
 Dishwashers. Du s help
Waiters/Waitresses - Preference given to those who can
stay through October.
y Co-Supervisor - live-in position providing food
rvice and supervision for staff dormitory.
To apply, call or write for application: The Acadia Corp.,
Box 24, Bar Harbor, ME 04609 288-5592.
The Acadia Shops
S.h.Qp Clerks - Available in all locations including
downtown Bar Harbor, Cadillac Mountain, Thunder Hole.
and Jordan Pond. Positions available through Labor Day
or through October.
To apply, call or write for application: The Acadia Corp.,
Box 24, Bar Harbor, ME 04609 288-5592.
Equal Opportunity Employer
(continued from page /
Paradis said that he sees no rational
basis for raising the speed limit. -
"I have too much respect for the in-
nocent people who will be affected by
it," he said.
According to a March 28 Associated
Press article, President Reagan is in favor
of the amendment to raise the speed
limit. What he does not agree with is the
highway bill addressing the $80 billion
budget for highway and mass transit pro-
jects that the amendment is tacked onto.
In the article, Reagan said he would
send his version of the bill to Congress
in hopes a compromise can be reached.
be a thing of the past soon,
iMartin photoi
NEW COURSE ANNOUNCEMENT
The TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY PROJECT is pleased to ot-
ter a new course, TS0 398 - SPecial Topics in Technology and
Society (Cr. 3). Prerequisite Sophomore „standing in any college
on the Orono campus.
PATTERNS OF INVENTION 
Description: This course, which explores the characteristics of inve•
ton and inventiveness, is about the patterns of invention to be found
modern technology from the lightbulb to the laser. from Morse telegrac
code to binary machine code, and from the phonograph to the holograr.-
These patterns relate to fundamental physical processes invented
reinvented in different contexts Such patterns provide keys to undersha.
ding diverse fields Of modern technology so that the nonspecialist may
understand inventions from klystrons to xerographic machines
Perhaps of more importance. these patterns illuminate the process
of invention itself The strange becomes familiar and the fundamental pat-
terns themselves become tools for invention, for devising new solutions.
and constructing new frameworks of understanding.
Through numerous examples over the past century, six fundamental
orocesses will be examined. These processes provide the keys for sorting
out the complexity of technical devices and systems. Thus, apparently
dissimilar technologies are connected and associated
Assignments: Following study of each of the fundamental processes
there will be a take-home exercise. Suitable readings, including ones in
the social and behavioral sciences, will be assigned throughout the course
Instructor: DANIEL H. KANE, JD. Mr Kane. a practicing patent at-
torney, has been involved in obtaining patents for may different inventions
and handles patent matters for the University of Maine In addition to his
legal training and experience, Mr Kane has a degree in physics and
philosophy
ENGINEERING STUDENTS MAY USE TO 398, "PATTERNS OF
INVENTION" AS A HUMANITIES/SOCIAL SCIENCE ELECTIVE.
ISO 398 will be offered on Tuesday evenings, 700 910 p.m during the
tall 1987 semester.
Further information on this course may be obtained from Professor Mark
Levinson ext 2127. 208b Boardman Hall
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World/U.S. isiws
McKernan declares Maine a disaster
AUGUSTA Maine (AP) — As the
state's major rivers continued to swell,
Maine's Governor John McKernan
issued the declaration needed to qualify
the state for federal disaster funds and
alerted National Guard troops that they
may be mobilized.
No serious injuries were reported.
It was "far too early " Wednesday after-
noon to estimate damages, David
Brown, director of the Bureau of Civil
Emergency Preparedness, said during a
news conference with McKernan after an
emergeney planning meeting.
Low-lying clouds forced McKernan to
reschedule a planned helicopter tour of
the worst-hit' regions to Thursday mor-
ning , said spokesperson Willis Lyford.
Instead, the governor planned to walk
through downtown Augusta, which was .
inundated, Lyford said.
Overflowing streams and rivers
isolated downtown Rumford and parts
of Farmington, said police. The National
Guard used large trucks to move more
than 100 people from a nursing home in
Canton. Lyford said.
Statewide, Brown said, at least 250
people had been forced from their
homes,. but reports from local
authorities suggested the figure was
much higher.
A concrete bridge was washed out in
Farmington, a historic covered bridge
was washed downstream from Guilford
and remained pinned underneath
another bridge. Two bridges in Strong
also were wiped out, said Brown, and 80
highway systems were closed due to
''washouts or threatened washouts."
Schools were closed early in many
communities and detours around flood-
ed areas caused numerous traffic jams,
authorities said.
The state Department of Transporta-
tion urged residents to stay away from
the flooded areas. DOT spokesperson
John Stanley speculated that many peo-
ple were eager to view the flooding but,
"right now, they're just apt to get in the
way."
In Kenduskeag, a man drove a tractor
over a flooded road to deliver heart
medicine, then carried an injured man
to an ambulance. Holmes did not know
what caused the injury.
A-Guilford woman who was about to
deliver a baby had to be rescued by boat.
Fire Chief Dick Williams said Wanda
Ames was stranded in the town, which
was virtually cut off by rising water, and
was taken by boat to an ambulance
which transported her to Mayo Regional
Japanese visit U.S. to talk
about semiconductors
WASHINGION (AP) — The Reagan
administration, while standing fast to its
plans for sanctions on Japanese elec-
tronics imports, has agreed to a Japanese
request for "emergency consultations" in
the intensifying dispute over computer
chips. U.S. officials said Wednesday.
A team of Japanese trade specialists
will arrive in Washington on Friday for
negotiations with their counterparts in
the departments of State, Commerce,
and office of U.S. trade representative,
the officials said.
The semiconductor talks, to get under
way in earnest on Monday, will be
followed later in the week with meetings
in Washington among higher-level trade
officials of both nations, government
spokespeople said.
However, U.S. officials held out little
hope that the dispute over semiconduc-
tor pricing practices could be resolved in
time to avert the proposed duties on $300
million in Japanese products from tak-
ing effect on April 17.
Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige, who has said there would be
"no last-minute reprieve," will propose
the sanctions be slapped on for a three-
month "trial period," said Baldrige
spokesperson B. Jay Cooper.
YANKEE DANDY
!Ole Flamenco Ole
Flamenco Cafe
9 Flamenco dancers and a gutrortst
0- WHEN:
FRIDAY, APRIL 3
SHOWS AT 800
AND 9:15 PM.
WHERE:
LOWN ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION
1147 CHJUKIE
Hospital in Dover-Foxcroft. The hospital
was on auxiliary power because electrical
service was cut off intermittently.
Ames had not delivered the baby by
Wednesday afternoon, hospital officials
said.
2002
The Non-Alcoholic Nightclub
—6--Centra1 St., Intown Bangor
Open: 8 p.m. - 3 a.m. Thursday
8 p.m. - 4 a.m. Friday and Saturday Only
Dress Code Enforced
Non-Alcoholic
18 and Older
D.J./ Rock-N-Roll
Cover: $3.00 Thur'iday
$5.00 Friday and Saturday
- 
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LIVING ON CAMPUS?
DON'T MISS OUT
SIGN UP IN TIME
ROOM SIGN-UP STARTS APRIL 6
WE HAVE THE HALL FOR YOU
c
c
i
i
i
i
S
21 RESIDENCE HALLS TO CHOOSE FROM.
COED - SINGLE SEX
AND MORE 
YORK HALL - UPPERCLASS STUDENTS ONLY
CHADBOURNE HALL - NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS
AGE 22 AND OVER
ESTABROOKE HALL - GRADUATE STUDENTS
COLVIN HALL - COED, COOPERATIVE '
YORK VILLAGE - UPPERCLASS SINGLE STUDENTS
APARTMENTS
PRESENT RESIDENTS - SEE YOUR R.A. or R.D.
FUTURE RESIDENTS - CONTACT THE
RESIDENTIAL LIFE OFFICE, ESTABROOKE. 581-4584
RESIgE\TIAL _LIFE
NI ARSITY C_/- MAINE
--•,••••- ` V 'MI/ --11,-.11,---'A 'MI A- -.I/
• 7:1.740
- -
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Editorial
AIDS overexposed in news
he problem of AIDS is a good example of how the
mass media have hyped up an issue to the extent that
no one wants to hear about it anymore. It has been
beaten to death by the press. In the media, an important story
will be written, rewritten, and overwritten until no one wants
to hear it anymore — much like Top 40 music.
Consider the attention given to the plight of dying Ethio-
pians a few months ago. Rock stars raised money for them.
aid was sent for food and medicine, and stories were publish-
ed daily about the country's famine. - --
Ethiopians are still dying, but how often do the press or
networks give them coverage?
. One of last year's hot stories was about missing children.
Every day papers and magazines carried stones on how to
protect your child from kidnapping. Products from milk to
color film ran pictures of missing kids on their containers.
Do children no longer get abducted? Have all missing
children been found? Or is it that the public got tired of hear-
ing about that cause and so moved on to another?
The media doesn't seem too interested in covering the
South Africa crisis anymore either. To my knowledge apar-
theid hasn't ceased but, thanks to typical media overkill, a
lot of people have lost interest in hearing about that coun-
try's problems.
Admittedly, the AIDS story has hung around longer than,
say, the Libyan terrorism story did. But I think many peo-
ple are getting weary of reading and hearing about AIDS.
e-..
There really isn t much more to be said about the disease
until a cure_or vaccination is discovered for it.
New angles on the AIDS story are getting scarce. Look
at yesterday's Associated Press requigite AIDS story. It dealt
with the fact that wise investors are now hording stock in
condom manufacturers since, short of abstaining from sex,
condoms provide the only known protection from the disease
and are therefore seeing a significant rise in popularity.
An example of capitalism at its best.
Another reason people may not like hearing about AIDS
is because it reminds them that modern medicine, while
removing much disease and illness from our lives, has by 'no
means made us infallible.
Compared to the threat of tuberculosis a hundred years
ago, AIDS is less of a danger to the general public and is
much harder to catch.
Yet people are so used to being cured of-all illnesses these
days that when an incurable disease like AIDS appears, they-
feel personally threatened and vulnerable.
Fortunately, people seem to be tiring of the deluge of
AIDS-related stories. Perhaps the media will turn their at-
tention to another issue and only inform the public of truly
important AIDS facts.
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Matt Mullin
Water on the brain
All right those of you who feel that
'it is time for another break, stand up and
be recognized.
I believe that there—is—a- Majority of
people out there who desperately want
to go home and sleep.
Is it a.universijy plc& to schedule all
their tests during the week and a half
after break, or am I just feeling
prersecuted? We have been back to school
for under two weeks and already I have
had more tests than I did all the rest of
the semester combined.
I am ready for a break. Although all
I did over the last one was clean sheep
pens and go ice fishing.
While I'm complaining about things,
how about that weather? I apologize to
all of you who are from out of state and
are not used to this stuff. I assure you
it is all very natural. There is a cute lit-
tle expression that you can see folksy
people on milk ads say: "If you don't like
the weather just wait five minutes and
it will change".
Of course the person who wrote that
probably lived in Tampa. and doesn't
even drink milk.
The weather means a tat to us down
here in the Dungeon. Last night, due to
the rain, the production room flooded.
Luckily for us the editor does not wear
socks or shoes so she felt the water ris-
ing. Just wait it will be a front page
headline story on Monday.
Another problem we have with the
weather is that we are usually down here
so long we forget what the weather is
doing.
This has been especially fun the days
that it has rained. There is nothing like
stepping out of a nice, warm building in-
to a nice, cold drizzle without the rain
coat that you left down stairs because
you figured that it couldn't possibly be
raining out still.
This weather isn't all bad though.
Now I can play one of favorite games,
called Ped Hunter. Ped is short for
pedestrian and the object of this game
is to line a pad up by a large mud pud-
dle and try to get them soaked. This
game can be quite fun, unless you make
the mistake of splashing someone who
likes revenge, or is a pitcher for the
UNIaine baseball team. You can go
through a lot of windshields that way.
Another game that I play with my
brother when we go driving is the "Do
the Adolf Hitler Salute at Passing Cars
and Watch Them Bum Out". This game
also explains the picture at the top of this
column.
Matt Mullin suggests that all critical
mail about this column be addressed to
Becci Smith, because she made me write
it
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Richardson irks student
To the editor:
I would like to nominate
Harrison Richardson Jr. (board
of trustees, UMaine) for the
Earl Butz Foot in The Mouth
Award for his comment in the
Bangor Daily News (March 27)
about the mandatory student
life fee. In the aforementioned
BDN, Mr. Richardson states
that students should easily be
able to come up with the addi-
tional $100 per semester tey
foregoing
one six-pack of beer a week,
which is the most condescen-
ding, paternalistic, IG-
NORANT remark I have heard
from an administrator in my
four years at the University of
Maine.
I am a thirty-one-year-old
full-time student, my wife is a
part-time student and neither of
us drinks. Mr. Richardson
seems to think that all students
drink and party first and worry
about academics last. What we
do, Mr. Richardson, is struggle
to attend school while raising a
family, hoping that the stress
and anxiety we are going
through will pay off in the long
run. So, what is $1007 After all,
it doesn't sound like much, but
with an increase in tuition and
who knows what else, it is call-
ed being nickeled and dimed to
death.
So, what's that you say Mr.
Richardson, if you don't like it
here go somewhere else? Well,
Mr. Richardson, it ,is not the
money that bothers me, we will
get through. What bothers me
is your attitude, and by associa-
tion, the attitude of the board
of trustees. Supposedly, in order
to address student needs and
represent student opinion, we
have student government (go
get 'em Chris), student polls,
and ad-hoc committees, but in
reality these are simply ploys of
the university administration to
create the illusion of a
democratic process while doing
whatever they (the administra-
tion) want to do anyway. This
is my perception of how things
work at the university after
hearing your remarks Mr.
Richardson, and perception is
90 percent of public service, in
case you didn't know by now.
I'd like to express my feelings
more clearly Mr. Richardson,
but that will have to be face to
face. An apology is not
necessary, your resignation will
suffice.
Anti-apartheid rally
To the editor:
On Monday, April 6,
members of the university com-
munity will have the great
privilege and honor of hearing
first-hand about the struggle
against apartheid in South
Africa.
Victor Mashabela, a member
of the African National Con-
gress (ANC) mission to the
United Nations, will speak at a
rally on the steps of Memorial
Union at noon, and in 101
Neville Hall at 7 p.m.
The ANC is the foremost
anti-apartheid group in South
Africa. Its president, Nelson
Mandela, has been imprisoned
by the racist South Africa
Remarks
To the editor:
Just a few remarks. Mr.
Richardson's apology is not
worth the paper it was written
on , he should resign. Chris
Boothby may not have been
legally obligated to vote as the
student poll directed, but head
as student government he had
an ethical obligation to repre-
sent the students' wishes, he
should resign. And as for Presi-
dent Dale Lick and his new idea
on student-staff-faculty com-
mittees on how to spend our
money, bring back Arthur
Johnson.
Jeff Slahor
Bangor
regime for over twenty years
and is the focus of a tremen-
dous international campaign
for his release. Apartheid,
South Africa's system of racial
separation and subjugation, is
an abomination of humanity. It
amounts to a system of modern
slavery.
The University of Maine
Foundation has maintained its
complicity with the South
Africa regime by refusing to
divest its funds from corpora-
tions that do business in South
Africa. And the United States
government meanwhile con-
tinues its complicity in apar-
theid by assisting brutal, South
Africa-backed, anti-government
forces in neighboring Namibia
(Southwest Africa), Angola and
Mozambique; by refusing to in-
Jeff Slahor
yoke serious sanctions against
South Africa; and by turning a
blind eye to military and nuclear
cooperation between South
Africa and our client state,
Israel.
This visit by Mr. Mashabela
represents a rare opportunity
for members of the university
community to hear a first-hand
account of one of the most
dynamic struggles against op-
pression currently being waged.
It is also an opportunity to
demonstrate against University
of Maine Foundation and U.S.
support for apartheid.
All are welcome and strong-
ly urged to attend.
Lawrence Reichard
When writing
For those n 01 °sere  by apathy and wishing to write
a letter to the editor or a commentary. Waine Campus
welcomes them. Letters should be 300 words or less:
commentaries, about 450. Name. address. and phone
number must be included. Anonymous letters are
accepted, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstance,
The Hoene ( ampus reseneoo the right
to, edit letters and corrinientarit, for
length. taste, and libel.
1 . )164/4
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Response
Bigotry should not be a part
To the editor:
Monday afternoon in the
Union as a student friend of
mine and I left the Yankee and
walked down the corridor
toward the display area, we
passed the Memorial Room.
Two male students sitting in
that room loudly called out
several rude remarks directed at
my friend, who is gay. Accor-
ding to my friend, they "had
done the same thing a short
time earlier when he passed
them on his way to the Yankee.
They had possibly recognized
my friend as one of the in-
div iduals invited over the past
Aroostook
To the editor:
We are very distraught over
recent actions taken by Senators
O'Day and Higginsjo impeach
Student Government President
Chris Boothby... We fail to see
why they deem it necessary to
attack Chris on the basis of one
vote, the vote concerning the
Mandatory Life Fee. If you sit
down and analyze the whole
situation, you will quickly
realize that only 1600 students
voted on a recent poll con-
ducted concerning the fee. That
in itself does not constitute a
majority of what the students
feel. After all, there are roughly
several years to talk to the class
in Human Sexuality or perhaps
as a speaker in the Peer Educa-
tion Program. That is not im-
portant. What is important is
the fact that those two should
he dim-witted enough even to
make the kind of hate-filled
remark one would expect from
crimp-minded cretins and bla-
tant bigots and not from univer-
sity students.
If you sense my anger and
outrage at their remarks, you
have received my message loud-
ly and clearly. Such remarks are
totally and unambiguously
unacceptable on a college Or
university campus and we
of college life
should immediately focus our
attention on such mental rot
whenever it occurs. It shows
that these two students have
completely failed to recognize
that the diversity that one can
find on a university campus is
a strength that offers all
students a chance, to expand
their understanding of those
different from themselves in
many possible ways, whether
the difference is represented by
race, background, creed, age,
sex, or even sexual orientation.
An attempt to understand such
differences and to tolerate view-
points other than one's own is
one good sign of an educated
person. (Need I point out one
good sign of an un-educated
person?).
Unfortunately a recent report
indicates that a wave of bigotry
is affecting college campuses
nationwide, encouraged, some
contend, by the present ad-
ministration's tacit lack of com-
mitment to protect the civil
rights of minorities. There has
already been one ugly incident
in Maine; I hope the University
of Maine is not the site of
another one.
The decent thing, of course,
would be for those two young
men to apologize to my friend,
but in my experience those who
DGB strongly supports
10,000 students here at the ludicrous and is without merit.
university. We hope that the-student
We contend that the actions body will open their eyes and
taken by Senators O'Day and see how ludicrous this all is.
Higgins are merely a personal After all, it is we, the student
vendetta against Chris, who has
beaten them both in past elec-
tions. By getting Chris out of
office, they feel that they can
also get Vice President Carl
Robbins out of his office as
well, and further get their own
people in. It has already been
shown that Chris and Carl have
the support of the Senate, by it's
actions not to go through with
impeachment proCeedings
against Carl earlier in the
semester. The whole situation is
body, who elected Chris and
Cat!. We wouldn't have done so
if thev weren't the right ones for
the job. Maybe, just maybe,
Senators O'Day and Higgins
should be the ones to lose their
seats in the Senate. It is blatant-
ly obvious that that they don't
represent the views of all the
students on or off campus.
Furthermore, we feel that it is
imperative that the Campus get
Chris' side of the story. It ap-
pears to us that the editor has
Michaud's review of Platoon
was not accurate, says veteran
To the editor:
Lt. Colonel Michaud ex-
presses the opinion that "Pla-
toon" was not an accurate
depiction of the war in Viet-
nam. If he means that it is not
a complete picture then I would
agree with him, but to say that
it is not accurate seems to imp-
ly that the events portrayed and
the reactions of the soldiers did
not happen. I spent a year from
1969 to 1970 in Vietnam as an
Infantry Platoon Leader, Bat-
talion Intelligence Officer, and
Battalion Adjutant and there
was not a single event in the
film which I did not either ex-
perience or have a close per-
sonal knowledge of, The foot
soldier in Vietnam did many
things of compassion for the
Vietnamese. He also did rftany
things which were cruel and
brutal. In Vietnam. the good
happened along side the terri-
ble. It was a place where
everything happened. No single
movie can be expected to en-
compass the whole of the events
which took place. Let's not dis-
count "Platoon" for showing
that portion of the truth which
was a part of the American
soldier's experience.
I am also disturbed by the
Colonel's view that the soldiers
"died with more honor" than
indicated in the movie. There
was no sinlge script for the ap-
propriate way to die. Men died
in as many different ways as
they lived; some quietly slipped
into death and others screamed
in fear until the end. Most just
simply went into shock and
then died. I don't know what an
"honorable death" is. It seems
to me that it is an idealized at-
titude that helps us distance
ourselves from the reality of
another young man's experience
of premature and painful death.
There was a great deal of the
Vietnam experience which was'
not in the movie. It didn't show
the teenage prostitute who died
from the reaction to a penicillin
shot given her by a medic. It
didn't show the deaths of
soldiers killed because one in
their midst was playing with a
hand grenade as though it were
a beanbag. It didn't show the
terror and frustration which fill-
ed a soldier's mind after over
half of his platoon has been
evacuated do to boobytraps
with no enemy in sight. It didn't
show the senseless deaths of ten
men who died because their
helicopter's transmission was
not properly maintained.
I will not judge the accuracy
of "Platoon" for Director
Stone's experiences. My per-
sonal experience differed from
the movie in many ways. We can
debate the balance of the film,
but let's be honest and admit
that the events did happen.
Michaud says, "Things like that
happen in every war, but this
story shows only one piece of
the puzzle." It is because
things like this happen in every
war that our society should view
war as the ultimate human
tragedy, and recognize the terri-
ble price paid by the young men
we send to war in the name of
defense.
Dr. Gregory K. White
Coburn Hall
Boothby
been negligent in her duties in
that respect. Which only leads
me to believe that she 'believes
everything she hears from
O'Day and Higgins.
Come on fellow students,
let's rally behind Chris and Carl
to ensure a stable Student
Government and university
community. It is obvious that
they' (Chris and Carl) are ttying
to better the university as are
President Lick and the ROT. To
allow O'Day and Higgins to
have their own way only serves
to set the university further
behind other universities
throughout the country, a fate
that we can't allow to happen.
exhibit such infantile stupidity
are neither men enough nor
gentlemen enough to come for-
ward to offer an apology. In
their cowardice they' normally
elect to remain ,anonymous. I
don't know who they' are nor do
1 k•ant to know since I typically
avoid narrow-minded fools and
crude social mifits who display
such a moronic lack of com-
mon decency.  They know who
they are and I hope they realize
that, in my‘ opinion, they have
a genuine problem that may
need professional help.
Ben Liles Jr.
Botany and Plant Pathology
It is time for O'Day and Hig-
gins to put aside their dif-
ferences with Chris and Carl
and work together with them to
make the University of Maine a
more competitive and fun place
to live and develop each in-
dividual's future.
John Ryan
President Aroostook Hall DGB
Diane Quartucci
Secretary Aroostook Hall DGB
Lois Withey
Vice President Aroostook Hall
DGB
Dave Marshall
Treasitrer Aroostook Hall DGB
A WomAN 2
FRom MY RIB?
WHAT WILL
THE VATICAN SAY?
%.,••••11,m1M7•04,•••••••1111011t-
Book return requested
To the editor:
Monday afternoon, I left one
German textbook and two red
notebooks in the bookshelves
next to the indoor entrance to
the University Bookstore. Fif-
teen minutes later, when I went
to pick up my books, they were
gone.
I don't believe anyone in his -
right mind would deliberately
steal those books, since they are
no use to anyone but myself.
Therefore, I will assume that
they were accidently taken.
Will the person who took
them please return them as soon
as possible? I strongly need
them for my classes. I think I
eacono own.
rotrrb • .0,
-never bothered to put mm, name
on them, which is why I don't
have them now.
Also, I strongly suggest that
those who don't ,have their
names and local addresses on
their books do so, in case so-
meone accidently takes your
books too.
Jim Baines
Somerset Hall
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Prince Edward poses
as rock star Prince
LONDON (AP) — Prince Ed-
ward, youngest of Queen Elizabeth
11's four children showed up in
disguise at a radio studio Wednes-
day to help a disc jockey play an
April Fool's joke on the air.
DJ Mike Smith had invited
listeners to his "Breakfast Show"
on the British Broadcasting Corps
Radio 1 network to tune in for an
interview with the American rock
star Prince.
But instead of the singer, it was
23-year-old Edward who arrived
disguised in flowing cape and large
hat.
BBC switchboards were jamm-
ed as listeners rang to find out
what was happening, and
photographers expecting the rock
star were caught .off guard.
Prince Charles spits
Out Kenya tea
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) -
Prince Charles, on the second day
of a three-dab working visit to
Kenya, had a bitter experience
Wednesday %hen he was called
upon to sample the product of a
tea factory. The prince was asked
to sample the broken orange pekoe
tea that Kenya's lush tea-growing
region prides itself on.
He dipped a spoon into the
brew, sipped the tea, and then
grimaced in disgust before spitting
it into a spitoon.
"It would have been better with
milk and sugar," said the prince,
who appeared embarassed by his
reaction to the first tasting. He
went on, however, to sample three
other grades of the broken orange
pekoe without reaction or com-
ru I.
Idaho's potato plates
 
ril led constitutional
BOISE, Idaho (Al') — Idaho's
"Famous Potatoes" license plate
slogan is constitutional, but a state
lass against covering up the slogan
is not, a judge ruled Wednesday.
The slogan was challenged by
Boise silver miner Andrew Freese,
who argued that Idaho motorists'
constitutional rights were violated
by- being forced to display an
advertisement for a product
ss it hout compensation.
Freese's suit, filed in January,
also contended that the slogan
discriminates against other Idaho
products, such as timber, cattle or
silver.
District Judge George Carey
agreed with the state attorney
general's office, which argued that
it was within the authority of the
Legislature to determine what
slogan should be included on
license plates.
Still, he said it was all right for
motorists to cover up the slogan.
State police had said motorists
would be citied for covering the
slogan.
News Briefs
"The statute that prohibits
covering the slogan is unconstitu-
tional," Carey said, citing a 1979
U.S. Supreme Court decision on a
lawsuit challenging the constitu-
tionality of New Hampshire's
"Live Free or. Die" license plate
slogan.
Attorney General Jim Jones said
he was surprised by that ruling, but
declined further comment until
after he studied the decision.
Classifieds
Earn $480 weekly- $60 per hundred
envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed.
Homeworkers needed for company
project stuffing envelopes and
assembling materials. - Send
stamped self addressed envelope to
JBK Mailcompany P.O. box 25-61
Castaic, California 91310. -
In Orono: Renting apartments for
next fall, showing and leasing. For
app't call 827-2402 or 827-7231.
SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD
BOUND: work with disadvantaged
high school students on UMaine
Campus. We need reading, study
skills, writing, math and computer
science teachers, career counselors,
residential life counselors, and
others. Summer work-study
especially helpful. Excellent profes-
sional experience. Room & Board
available for some positions.
Details/Application: Upward
Bound; 35 Shibles Hall, UMaine;
581-2522.
TYPING East, professional, depen-
dable, service by an experienced
word processor in her own
home. Convient location,
reasonable. Call 866-7058
ISLAND HOUSE in ME. 3 BR.
deck, shoreline-view, hiking, swim-
ming. S350/week. Longterm rentals
too. No smokers please. Al
l_ayton. (609) 466-1102.
30 SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE--
Resort near Lake Michigan. June
thru Labor Day. Send self-
addressed stamped 4"1" envelope
to : Mary C. Ott, Sunny Brook
Resort, 68300 C.R. 388, South
Haven, MI 49090 (616) 637-4796
Recently finished grad student with
12 yrs; carpentry experience,
available for major/minor home
repair and renovations. References
available 827-6788.
Reserve a quiet room in private
home for Fall semester within 2
minute walk to Universi-
ty. References required. 866-2816
One 6 bedroom apt., 2 baths, 2 kit-
chens. Also heated, one and two
bedroom apartments located within
walking distance to University -
866-2816
2 men's bicycles - both in excellent
condition 21" frame Motobecane
S300-0.B.O. 23" frame Takara $200
0.8.0. Must be seen to ap-
preciate. Call 945-6439
Help %riled - Assistant house
manager to assist house manager in
the recruitment, training, and super-
vision of a volaileer usher
staff. Part time work beginning in
April and continuing into Summer
and possibly Fall. Must be willing
to work nights and weekends. Send
resume and references to Eleanor
Gulick - house manager Maine
Center for the Arts.
FOUND One male Brittany Spaniel,
orange and white, limps, found by
Park Place. Phone 866-3960
For Sale: IBM personal computer
with two double sided disk drives,
640 K memory, AST six pack plus
card, Color graphics adaptor,
monitor, printer cables, and $400
worth of still factory sealed soft-
ware. Lists for over $3,000 but will
sell for only $1,800 or best of-
fer. Call Michael Di Cicco at
866-3920
NEW ENGLAND
BROTHER/SISTER CAMPS -
(Mass.) Mag-Kee-Nac for
Boys"Danbee for Girls Counselor
Positions for Program Specialists:
All team sports, especially baseball,
basketball, soccer, plus archery,
riflery and biking. 25 tennis open-
ings. Also Performing Arts, gym-
nastics, rocketry, ropes course; All
waterfront activities including swim-
ming, skiing, small craft; plus over-
night camping, computers, wood-
craft and more. Inquire: J & D
Camping, 190 Linden Avenue, Glen
Kidge, NJ 07028 (201)
(13)429-8522/(G)328-2727
HELP: is there a special teacher or
guidance counselor in your
past? Would you be willing to
share your story with a group of
educators? Write a brief descrip-
tion about this teacher and their
impact on your life. Send it or
drop it off to Bill Preble:307Shibles
Deadline:April 8.
LOST & FOUND WE MAY HAVE
IT! Check at Information Booth
Memorial Union 9AM-4PM
weekdays; with hosts evenings &
weekends.
FOR SALE: XL-Parkway wetsuit.
V. inch farmer w/ jacket ;100, s.e
Jon 325 Cumberland.
NANNY/MOTHER'S HF...PER
Unique experience living in and
around Nation's Capitol. Enjoy east
coast while providing childcare and
light house keeping services for our
pre-screened, caring
families. Room, board, salary, days
off guaranteed. Telephone (301)
656-2089, 657-3583 of write: KID-
PANIONS, P.O. Box 6259,
Washington, DC 20015. No fee.*
yr. commitment.
Classifieds are 50' per line. Thes
are published on Tues. & Thurs..
and are doe Mondays and
Wednesdays before noon.
!J I I :4 Immo"
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101.1
SEND US YOUR RESUME
IMMEDIATELY SO WE DOI
ARRANGE AN APPOINTMENT)
We will Sr Canducl,rig inc3: V.'
wews 1Y APPOINTMENT ONLY
April 15 & 16
Holiday Inn (Downtown)
NI Spnng St
Portland. ME
Your Business Or Computer Science Degree frJff,-'ffigiiggi
Is The Key To Success At Mass Mutual
If you have an interest in computers and you are
a good problem solver, this is your opportunity to
enter a truly exceptional training program During
our 15-week fully-paid program, selected can-
didates will be completely trained to be COBOL
programmers on an Amdahl (IBM Compatible)
mainframe or Hewlett Packard 3000 or DEC
minicomputer After you have completed the for.
mal training prograrn. you'll be assigned tour' ap-
plications programming department where we
maintain a I I programmeraerminal ratio
Mass Mutual, a Fortune 100 Company with over$16 billion dollars in assets, provides financial
security arid protection for nearly 26 million
Americans Salaries are competitive Hours are
flexible We offer an exceptionally fine benefits
program and a long list of on-site amenities that
can improve the quality of your life fitness
center, cafeteria, store credit union, free parking
and more
Mail your .esume in confidence to
William S. Terbush, Senior Personnel Recruiter,
Mass Mutual
Massachusetts Mutual Lite Insurance Company1295 Stare Senna. Spnnefield. MA 01111
12
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• Senior Council will be selling class T-shirts,
O Senior Formal tickets, Senior Celebration tickets, 0
O and graduation announcements in the Union, 0
0
0
0
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0
Attention Seniors!!
0
Monday thru Thursday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SENIOR FORMAL - April 24th Tickets must
be purchased no later than April 20th! Price is
$15 per person, includes dinner, transportation,
& entertainment.
SENIOR CELEBRATION - May 8th $5 in
advance or pay more at the gate. 4 BANDS!
2 hours longer than recent years! Don't miss
-CLASS T-SHIRTS
100% cotton, long sleeved.
$10 while they last!
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
35' ea. or 3/$1
0
0
0
0
it! 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
STOP BY OUR TABLE IN
THE UNION MON-THURS!
0
000000000000000000000000000
MC, ACC NNW WI< xmoceig Now NIIIK >MIK )4115 ASK >alt( AMA,
You are cordially invited to
attend the Installation of
Dale W.-Lick
as the Fifteenth President of the
University of Maine
on
Saturday, April 25 at 7:30 p.m.
in the
Maine Center for the Arts.
Tickets are required.
Please call the President's Office
at 581-1512
to make reservations.
$ Replies are requested no later
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0than APRIL 6.
1
News Briefs
Man kills aunt with
knife and blender
DETROIT, (AP) — A 29-year-
old man says he used a knife and
a kitchen blender to stab and beat
to death his aunt, who helped
found a group to combat teen-age
violence, according to testimony.
Michael Wimbush was ordered
Tuesday to stand trial on a charge
of first-degree felony murder in the
March 9 killing of Lula Mae Wim-
bush, $0.
She became an active member
of Save Our Sons and Daughters
after her. 15-year-old niece was kill-
ed by gunfire last year.
According to court testimony
Tuesday, Michael Wimbush told
• police on March 14 that he beat
and stabbed his aunt repeatedly
and then took her purse and went
to a movie.
Homicide Sgt. Lee Claudill
testified that Wimbush described
the slaying to him after a day of
questioning, but said the defen-
dant later refused to sign a
statement.
Delta employees
fired for drug use
ATLANTA (AP) — Delta Air
Lines has fired at least a dozen
ground crew workers for using
drugs while on duty, Atlanta Con-
stitution reported Wednesday.
Delta officials refused to con-
firm or deny the report, citing con-
fidentiality of personnel files.
The newspaper quoted an
unidentified mechanic as saying he
and about 20 other employees were
fired after they were accused of us-
ing cocaine and marijuana while
performing maintenance on
airplanes.
An unidentified Delta source
placed the number of fired workers
at about a dozen, the newspaper
said. All the employees worked at
Hartsfield Atlanta International
Airport.
Federal Aviation Administration
spokesperson Roger Myers said the
FAA did not know of the firings
but is interested because some of
the mechanics apparently held cer-
tificates with the agency.
Jackson tries to heal
Yates-of his politics
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
The Rev. Jesse Jackson used a
religious technique to jokingly in-
fluence the politics of an Arkan-
sas legislator.
Jackson, a possible candidate
for the Democratic presidential
nomination next year, was in-
troduced Tuesday to Sen. Joe Yates
of Bentonville and was told Yates
was a Republican.
Jackson put his hand on Yates'
forehead and said "Heal," and
the Senate erupted in laughter.
Aquino sells-house
in Massachusetts
BROOKFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
Philippine President Corazon
Aquino reportedly is selling her
summer home and its 16.5 acres to
a developer who plans to build 100
luxury condominiums on the
lakefront property.
The Boston Globe reported
Wednesday that the purchase price
was about $600,000 for the Lake
Quaboag property, including a
house with about 10 rooms, a
separate garage, swimming pool,
and a tennis and basketball court.
Aquino and her late husband, .
Benigno Aquino Jr., bought the
property in 1983, shortly before he
was assassinated when he went
back to Manila to challenge then.
president Ferdinand Marcos after
three years of self-imposed mile.
Aquino began divesting hersell
of the family's U.S. property short-
ly after she was elected president.
Their home in Newton was sold
earlier to the Benign() Aquino
Memorial Foundation, a non-
profit organization.
Cantina and
Dancing Saloon
Thurs. 8-10PM 40c Draft
All Draft Brands
Friday - Green bottle beer
Heineken & Rolling Rock
Sat. - Well drinks $1.25
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Baseball coach surveys season for Black
Baseball team travels
to Wheaties Tourney
by Mike Bourque
Sports Writer
The University of Maine baseball
team will be in the air Thursday morn-
ing en route to Minneapolis, Minh., to
participate in the Wheaties Tournament
this weekend.
The Black Bears will be in the Hubert
H. Humphrey Metrodome to face such
national powers as the University of
California at Los Angeles and the
University of Michigan along with the
University of Minnesota and the Cuban
National team.
Coach John Winkin will send Steve
Loubier (2-2) and George Goldman (2-1)
against Michigan and UCLA on Friday.
Saturday Maine will send Kevin Farn-
worth (I-1) and Jim Dillon (1-2) to face
Cuba. The Black Bears will finish the
trip on'Sunday with junior righthander
Jeff Plympton (1-4) taking the hill
against Minnesota.
"Our biggest goal is to get ready for
our conference schedule," said
Winkin.
"We've been forced indoors (because
of the weather) and we must use this
tournament to regain the mental and
physical edge that we got in our southern
trip," he added.
Winkin said he was pleased with the
way things are going but especially likes
his pitching depth, which will be impor-
tant with his Bears playing eight games
in the next 10 days.
"I like the fact that we can use all of
our pitchers. That will allow us to see
just how much depth we have, "
Winkin said. "We have solid relief pit-
ching with Mike Leblanc and Jay Kern-
ble in long relief and Marc Powers and
Dale Plummer in short situations."
Maine will be at Central Connecticut
State University next week before open-
ing up at home against the University of
Hartford on April II and 12.
Benjamin's
Wednesday's re now alcohol-free
at Benjamin's
Special non-alcoholic drinks
Top 40 music & dancing with
New England's top bands
Bands start at 9:30
Different bands every Wednesday
• Must be 18 or over
- $4 cover 
.
- Free popcorn!
Music Hotline 942.4181 Closing at 1:00
-a
Prints and Slides from the same roll
Seattle FilmWorlcs has adapted Kodak's professional Motion Picture film for use
an your 35mm camera. Now you can use the same film—with the same fine
grain and rich color saturation —Hollywood's top studios demand. Its wide
exposure latitude is perfect for everyday shots., You can capture special effects,
too. Shoot it in bright or low light—at up to 1200 ASA. What's more, it's
economical. And remember, Seattle FilmWorks lets you choose prints or slides,
or both, from the same roll. Try this remarkable film today!
I FREE hdroductory Offer
I0 RUSH rrve two 20-exposure
rolls of Kodak MP film for my IAAME
I 35mm camera. I'd like 2.-roll
starter pack including Eastman
I 5247° and 5294.6 Enclosed is 1.2
• for postage and handling.
I 100% Sandaction Guaranteed
ADDRESS
CTY STATE Z110
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Ave. W., P.O. Box 34056
Seattle, WA 96124 2000
Lola. S247 otd 5144 or rradomeio ot Emoorn Kodak Co Savoie FioAVorkl *DO, seproo kora a,omoutenunn Proceo ECT,L. %rd. Fiall6rba ulth Soloed go•O•lolory hoot care hko...19117 SFS'
=II MN RIM UM 1=1 NM =II ME
Back, by
popular demand...
HARBOR
BARS!
at the
•Se
1
1
1
First Night,1
1
1 Second Night,
1
1
1'
1111 
Memorial Union
Newsstand
UMaine B'nai B'rith Hillei
PASSOVER SEDERS
Monday April 13
With Colby College Hillel
Tuesday April 14
With Congregation Beth Israel
advanced reservations required by April 6
contact: Charles Adelberg, 581-3155
leave message please
a.
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3
-point shot rule to remain: NCAA
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The
3-point shot will stay at its present
distance of 19 feet, 9 inches for at least
another season of college basketball,
and intentional fouls will be more expen-
sive. the secretary of the NCAA Rules
Committee announced on Wednesday.
" The 3-point rule did exactly what it
was intended to do," said Ed Steitz,
the committee secretary. It increased
scoring, opened up the game and reduc-
ed rough play under the boards, he said.
Despite howls of outrage prior to the
rule', implementation for this pact
season, a late-season poll showed over-
whelming support for retaining the
,3-point shot in some form, Steitz said.
Overall, he said, 1,448 coachesset urn-
ed their questionnaires, and 80 percent
favored keeping the 3-point shot. Of
those in fac or, 35 percent wanted it kept
Learn Spanish
IN SPAIN
Beginner Or Advanced FULLY ACCREDITED
Earn 4 eemitsters of credit in 1 semester! Vithether you've new studied
Spanish. had a tew courses or can,alrnost speak Me Mks, vie has at is
16 semester hours of courses to address your skit Met This tordiptepropeen
combines directed academic study with ths natural my 10 iequire • second
language—corwersing in it daily You'll live with a Swish horsily. And llwe
herhlsou find native speaker with whom to practice. ,programs not for tourists—each GOWN, is Iresineive, end youl hem ki
study_hard to achieve fluency and meet Axe sossismic goilkaut you'll also
have ample time to explore the culture of this feedielellng country on your ore.
-or with your new mends.
Semester in Spain costs out the sante as • warnastarIx. U.S. college
$3,810. And stenderditid leas show cierelsderes' Worm sidle me superior
to students *to ham completed moister gowns in-thelinited Slaw
Spring Serra/Mr: Jan 30—May 29 Fel Semtilier: Aug. 29-0ec. 19
MN Ell IM NM UM um v.
YES' Send me my FREE brochure on the *action. Semester In Spain program'
Moro
Gaspe hare,
Cd,
Sammie, m Spam. an oars.. program aLaub Cimman Caine a NION accredit...non...tan
—
J0.1.. the rsundrat or flUdetlta WV him won adwartage 0, vs opporrunily tO aim Cnn91 abroact smo.
ma program began
P.m.uhnegIl AtideSS
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SENIOR CHALLENGE 
We have spent many memo!Able years at the University of
Maine. Our investment of tin-Iv-has led to personal growth
through experience in and oat of the classroom. Soon well be
able to realize the benefits of_pur achievement.
As a member of the Class of 1987, we have an opportunity to
continue this investment while contributing to the future
development of our University. The 1987 Senior Challenge
program provides this opportunity.
Senior Challenge is co-sponsored by the Class of 1987 and the
UMairie Alumni Association. Its our chance to carry on a proud
tradition of alumni support for excellence at MAINE.
Since 1875. University of Maine alumni have taken an active
role in shaping the future of the University. The class of 1987 is
proud to share their pride and spirit...
by taking the challenge. Join us!
David Driscoll
Juliana Dubay
Matthew Dunlap
Heidi Ellis
Lorraine Faulkner
Michelle Ferraro
Jennifer French
Karen Leopold
Kenneth Liberty
Susan Luke
Tina Lutes
Christopher Mader
Lynn Marshall
David McCarron
Ruth Gagnon Celine McDonald
Kelly Galligan Lynn* McGouldrick
Katherine Gill Amends McGrath
Jennifer Lynn Goodwin John McIntire
Parker Grant Julia McLaren
Mark Hamlin Robert McMahan
Joseph Harnan Tama Merette
Andrea Cesare Scott Harrison Lisa
Holly Chase Christopher Hennessey LLisaa
James Cotton Andrea Hines David Mitchell
Robert Cuddy Daniel Hitchcock Joanne Monsen
Amy Culver Marsha Jewell Emily Johnes Moore
Patricia Danowski Margery Johnson
Diane DeBlois Theresa Joyce
Brigite Dionne John Kovacs
Diane Doiloli Lisa Lachance
Sharon LaFiamme
Stephen Landry
Julie Ann Albert
John Ames
Robert Ascanio
Joanne Astle
Beckie Ayers
Lori Barneau
Jay Barrows
Denise Boutin
Eleanor Brady
Gail Brochu
Julie Brooks
Niobe Burden
Julie Byers
Leslee Canty
LOH
•
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.•
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Kimberly Morison
Lourdes Murphy
Kevin Nadeau
Todd Noyes
Karen Olmsted
Jill Metcall Olson
Steven Ouellette
Mary Paine
Sally Ann Pauls
Diane Phillips
M. Cameron Phillips
Greg Pierce
Susan Raymond
Robert Riley
Shawn Seeley
David Skidgel
Cheryl Skinner
Tim Sore)
James Sturgis
Joan Sutton
Dawn Talbot
Bonny Thibeau
Jennifer Thomas
Donna Trask
Jeffrey Tully
Robert Turner
Denise Veilleux
Brian Warren
Donna Whalen
Lois Whitey
James Young
TAKE STOCK IN MAINE
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
CLASS OF 1987
at its present distance, and 36 percent
favored moving it back nine inches to the
Olympic distance, he said.
Three changes were voted in for next
season, Steitz said. The most obvious
change involves intentional fouls.
2'All intentional fouls will carry a two-
shot penalty plus possession .of the
ball," he said. Currently, an inten-
tional foul carries a two-shot penalty,
but the offending team gains possession
of the ball.
The new rule would not have chang-
ed the outcome of Monday night's
Indiana-Syracuse championship game,
he said. DerricloCqlernan,of Syracuse
was fouled by Indiana's Keith Smart with
28 seconds left - in the game. Coleman
missed the' from end of-a one-unthone.
and Smart wound up scoring the winn-
ing basket in a -4-73 'Indiana victory.
Shake the
habit.
Salt Its responsible
for a lot more than
seasoning /our food. It can
also contribute to high blood
pressure. a risk factor for
stroke and heart attack. Its a
habit you can't afford not to
shake
°
American Heart
Association
Off Campus Board and Salt Pond Community Broadcasting
PRESENT
NEW AGE JAZZ
DOUBLE FEATURE
LIZ STORY
Classically Trained and Jan Inspired
Solo Piano
"She strings long melodies through
stuffing harmonies like rivers streaming
down rocky paths" - Keyboard
MICHAEL HEDGES
Innosatise Steel String Limier
Three critically acclaimed Windham Hill albums
" ..Slichael Hedges has established
himself as a true innosator of the '
nee -siring guitar." - Guaar Planer Wag,
Friday, April 10, 8:00 p.m.
Maine Center For the Arts_
Hutchins Concert- Hall, University of Maine, Orono
General Admission
Student
Orchestra
$8.00
S6.00
Balcony
$6.00
$4.00
For Tickets and Information Call 581-1755
Order tickets by phone using your VISA or MASTERCARD 800-4:30 weekdaysBox Office Window open 10:00-3:00 weekdays
4',041.0140011111111111111111111.
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Soccer team to host
round-robin tourney
by Christopher Flames
Staff Writer
The University of Maine soccer team
will conclude this spring's indoor pro-
gram Saturday when it hosts a six-team
round-robin tournament in the
Memorial Field House.
The UMaine White and Blue squads,
the Maine Alumni team, Bridgton
Academy, Maine Maritime Academy,
and Thomas College will all be par-
ticipating in the ninth annual event.
According to head coach Jim Dyer,,
this tournament is the last of the three
major competitions that the team had
scheduled this spring.
"After this weekend, we hope to get
outside to hold practices for the fall
season." he said.
Accotding to Dyer, the indoor pro-
gram exists primarily to get his players
ready for the regular season.
"It's something we do to give the
players experience during the off-
season," he said.
"Our spring season philosophy is aim-
ed more at developing players, while in
the fall, of course, we compete as well
- as we can."
However, Dyer said the fact that the
spring tournaments are essentially train-
ing grounds does not decrease the inten-
sity with which his squad plays.
"The players we have in this program
are serious about soccer," he said.
Many of them, Dyer said, are here
because UMaine is fortunate enough to
have a year-round soccer program.
"They want to continue to be a part
of this program and so they are constant-
ly striving to develop themselves as
players," Dyer said.
The head coach said his players meet
for morning practices and participate in
—weekend tournaments frecniently as part
of the spring program.
Saturday's tournament will be a dal.-
tong affair beginning at 9 a.m., with the
two teams Pemaining after playoff
rounds, meeting in a final scheduled for
7:15 p.m.
Dyer said indoor soccer, with its small
playing field, is an exciting sport _!ifor
spectators.
"I think the game is exciting because
so much of the action is potential goal-
scoring action," he said.
"You're either attacking or defending
at all times," Dyer said, referring to
the fact that the transition from offense
to defense is quicker than in the outdoor
game due to the limited playing area.
Dyer said that the numerous oppor-
tunities for scoring goals is what makes
the indoor game appealing to fans.
ct.0 'tic/ RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR NEXT FALL
THE /..
— -.A AT
cL--11. -13 ?, 4 ' Ill o '3-
,-1 GRkAIr//} fox...0y EVERGREEN 
in
"The Woods"
• FULLY FURNISHED 1 BEDROOM UNITS
• ON SITE LAUNDRY - STORAGE
• QUIET FOREST SETTING CLOSE TO UMO
• FROM $395 PER MONTH UTILITIES
• CUT YOUR RENT IN HALF - SHARE WITH A FRIEND
• SENIOR LEASES AVAILABLE
• • •
SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE
• FROM $100 FOR MAY JUNE JULY & AUGUST
P.1. Realty Management
942-4815
*references required
CHOICES
Convenience
Healthy
Flexible
Tasty
Fun
Availability
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Great Desserts
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Safety
Resources
Community
'Opportunity
Personalized
Quiet Study
Involvement
Belonging
Efficient
ROOM SIGN-UPS START APRIL 6
Present residents - Get your information
from your R.A. or R.D.
Commuters - Contact the Residential Life
Office, Estabrooke 581-4584.
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MOMIX
Saturday, April 4, 8:00 p.m.
Moses Pendleton's Dance company that is
sexy and full of ideas."
"funny,
With the coupon below, students can see this amazing dance company for the incredible low price of $2.50 to
$4.00 per person!IThis is truly innovative modem dance. The program includes such peices as "Kiss Off
Spidervvoman" and "Venus Envy." so be prepared immoimimmmomummisiommmmmosimm.for the completely unexpected! I MOMIX 2 FOR 1 STUDENT SPECIAL: I
MAI NECENTER I Name. I Address' FOR ATHE • Student ID # 
ARTS I This coupon must be presented at the Box Office
\MMIDINIIIIMMMMNIIIMMIIMMIIIOMMOIMMIIINIM MEI
ATTENTION SENIORS
There will be a Senior Class Meeting on Thursday, April 2 at
7:00 p.m. in 100 Nutting Hall. Come find out about:
SENIOR WEEK EVENTS:
- Fireworks
- Pubnite
- Senior Class Wine & Cheese
Reception for faculty, administration, & staff
- New England New Vaudeville Revue
- Pub Crawl
- Senior Formal
- 1987 Senior Week Roadrace
- Also, details on...
*1987 Senior Celebration and Commencement*
All Seniors are encouraged to attend!
We will be selling class t-shirts, graduation announcements, and ticketsto Senior Formal and Senior Bash.
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